¡Queridas familias de Park!

I am static to see your child(ren) on campus! They have been adapting and learning amidst the challenges of weather, social distancing, and speaking through masks!

Here is a glimpse of what we have been up to in Spanish class.

- We have been working on expanding vocabulary in combination with routines and reflexive verbs.
- Students learned the use of reflexive pronouns along with time.
- This month we have embarked on using the SUPER 7, which are the most important verbs in Spanish, and all their present tense conjugations and usage.
- Students have used the first three verbs combining them with vocabulary from authentic resources.

This month we look at MX peso and US dollar exchange. This particular lesson has brought discussions about the economy and a shift in the Mexican culture biases.

We have kept translanguaging going still for our new Park Day students. The use of their home language in combination with Spanish will allow them to engage in sentence building while expanding their language repertoire.

In the following weeks, students will continue to practice the last SUPER 7 verbs and analyze text.

Be safe, we well,

Grecia